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Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. (Jeremiah 20:9)
The testimony of JESUS is the spirit of the prophecy. (Revelation 19:10c)
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Expressionless, Vacuous, Lifeless Faces (Dream)
Considering the diabolically evil place we are in today, it seems appropriate to share a dream I had on
November 15, 2020. Here it is.
Faces appeared randomly in my vision and they all were staring directly at me. But this was the
strange thing—the faces were expressionless, completely vacuous, as if lifeless, and they had no
eyes; where their eyes should have been, there were big, red oval, sunken sockets. The color red
was clearly embedded in this dream. There was one face in particular that reminded me of a very
prominent figure, and the others were similar, as if they were all aligned together.
There are several possible levels to the meaning of these expressionless faces. Based on the color red,
Jeremiah offers one of the least extreme explanations, referring to those who live in bright red homes.
“Woe to him who builds his house without righteousness And his upper rooms without justice, Who
uses his neighbor's services without pay and does not give him his wages, Who says, ‘I will build
myself a roomy house with spacious upper rooms, and cut out its windows, paneling it with cedar
and painting it bright red.’ … “But your eyes and your heart are intent only upon your own
dishonest gain, and on shedding innocent blood and on practicing oppression and extortion.”
(Jeremiah 22:13-14, 17 NASB [bold added])
This best describes the heart of fallen man who lives according to the flesh, to the point of being evil
toward others, all for the purpose of personal gain. Such ones are considered lost, yet they are still
redeemable by the blood of Jesus. There are many like this in the world today.
However, the empty eye-sockets of these figures seem to indicate a condition that is far more extreme—
a worst-case scenario, if you will. Perhaps Jesus offers the best clue to these eye-less figures. The eye is
the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is healthy, your whole body will be full of light (Matthew 6:22). If
one is represented as having no eyes, then it follows that there is no light in the person. Spiritually
speaking, they are filled with darkness.
There is a lot to be said about what this means, especially in light of the current world situation; however,
the main takeaway is that we need to spiritually discern the character and actions of many of the
prominent figures on the world stage, throughout many sectors of society, that hold positions of power.
Some of them are what could be called powers of darkness, acting as if lights in the world, standing for
truth, and yet, they are purveyors of darkness and lies. In standing against false apostles in his day, Paul
likened them to their master, the devil, that disguises as an angel (messenger) of light (2 Corinthians
11:14). Jesus offered a similar warning as He stood in the midst of His enemies.
You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your father’s desires. He was a murderer from
the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he
speaks out of his own character, for he is a liar and the father of lies. (John 8:44 ESV)
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There are many on the scene today that have no truth in them, as truth has stumbled in the street and is
clearly under siege. They live in the realm of lies. We must be alert to the agendas of prominent figures,
especially among politicians, ideologues, and global elitists—agendas that come bearing gifts packaged
for the common good, with hope for a greater tomorrow. We must not be pulled into their lies, no matter
how good they sound. There is one truth for us who believe; it is discovered in the person of our Lord
Jesus, who is the Truth.
So, what’s the message of the dream of eye-less figures? Let’s start with what it isn’t. It’s not about people
who have fallen into some ideology or agenda they strongly believe in, as they drive hard to reach a certain
end, perhaps even, their concept of utopia. They mean well, even if they are deceived or delusional.
Further, it’s not about holding to an extreme political or ideological position that seeks to destroy or
censor the opposition. These simply represent fallen man in action. Nothing new here!
No! It is much more nefarious and onerous than business as usual, as if it’s just another day at the office,
while good and evil battle it out. This is much darker and much more dangerous. This is about pure evil at
work in our day that seeks the destruction of humanity as God created it to be. We truly are in the literal
and final battle for humanity.
The expressionless figures signify ones who no longer have any light in them, as they are filled with
darkness. They have no moral compass and continually lie and obfuscate truth, as they deflect their very
own actions and intentions on others. It is an in-your-face evil with a fiendish display of occult symbols
and rituals. It is outright, unhidden promotion of evil of all kinds. Others have posited that such as these
are no longer human but have become subhuman. One commentator goes so far as calling them entities
that occupy human-looking bodies but are no longer of the human race. They are completely possessed
by darkness. Without question, history has had many who were so diabolically evil that one could be led
to such a conclusion. See footnote on the last page.
For example, the Third Reich, with Adolph Hitler at the helm, was one of the most notoriously cruel and
diabolically evil regimes modern history has seen, as it became known for its evil, human experiments
(torture) conducted on its captives (not to leave out the gas chambers). Research by others has concluded
that some of the Nazis were heavily involved in the occult, and this is what drove them to such madness.
Fast forward to our day—the World Economic Forum led by Klaus Schwab is seeking for a global,
technocratic reset to usher in what is called the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Included within this agenda
is transhumanism that seeks to alter what it means to be human; something that could be called
subhuman or no longer human at all, as it destroys what it means to be created in the image of Elohim. In
this regard, the Fourth Industrial Revolution seeks to become god-like in its goal to control and surveil
every aspect of life. Under this new world order, billed as better than what we have now and full of hope
for all (as in leveling the playing field), the elitists at the top of the food chain, who see themselves as the
chosen, will take their stand in the temple of their god, which is none other than a temple of the father of
lies, the one masquerading as an angel of light. In my view, this so-called revolution has all the makings of
a Fourth Reich.
Beware when you hear world leaders say we must Build Back Better, for this is the slogan of this
revolution; also driven by the United Nations Agenda 2030. By the way, this was Biden’s campaign slogan,
and some in his administration have openly stated the need for this global reset, which is more like a
takeover than a reset. To those who see nothing wrong with this reset, buyer beware!
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Within this global agenda, especially the transhuman component, are we experiencing a replay of the
Nazis in the 1930s to 1940s? Consider the covid vaccines. Are messenger RNA vaccines (mRNA)—that
have not been tested for long-term risks and to which a number or people are having adverse reactions—
the first phase of transhumanism and massive surveillance for the purpose of total control over the world
population? Are humans now part of one huge experiment at the behest of globalists? Are we like lab
rats? If so, for what purpose? The answer cannot be good.
We must educate ourselves on these matters and not become sheep being corralled for slaughter through
what someone has called a mass delusional psychosis. Seek for truth about this and many other matters
that are being thrust at us, as if they are all good. We need God’s light, not darkness. We need the
expectation of glory, not the false hope of the world.
Recently, a very well-known pastor of a large denominational church, who after supporting Trump as
God’s man for four years and early-on accepted a Biden win, has stated that the vaccines are a gift from
God. Sorry, but this is what’s so wrong with the church leadership of our day. Some of its so-called leaders
are clueless, as they proceed as if things will return to some static level of normalcy and their
organizational church will go on. I recognize this might be a bold statement to some, but it is time to wake
up to some realities about the condition of the public, earth-bound church (not the spiritual ecclesia Jesus
is building up in love).
Someone has made the point that the word messenger (as in messenger RNA) in Greek is aggelos (angel).
Are these vaccines messengers of death or life? Soon, we will know. Or, will we? With so much censorship
underway, we might never know the truth, except, unfortunately, through our own experience, if, without
educating ourselves, we willingly submit to the globalists’ agenda because the people wearing the white
coats of medicine (along with the black-robed of the realm of the pulpit) say it is OK.
All I can do is challenge all to seek for truth as darkness is attempting to overtake light. When faced with
a decision, just consider the Jews living in Nazi Germany in the 1930s. Everything was going along as
normal until, one day, they were issued yellow stars that had to be displayed on their outer garments. At
first, this might have seemed tolerable enough until they were forced onto trains and taken to their death.
Today, there is a drive to control access to major venues through health passes or what are called SMART
health cards that keep track of vaccinations and testing, and whatever else the globalists might want to
surveil. Add to this social credit scores that have been instituted in China and, now, in some US universities,
and we have the making of a new form of yellow star. And now, people are being told to wear more than
one mask, with no scientific evidence that even one mask works. Could all of this be the first step to total
control and bondage, as some are suggesting? With high-tech in full swing, there are many ways to control
the life of every human on earth, driving toward the ultimate goal of transforming the human race.
We need spiritual intelligence—what is of God and what is not; what is of truth and what is not; what is
of pure evil and what is simply delusional psychosis. Through the spirit of the Lord, we must peel back the
many masks of lies, deception, and delusion to intelligently discern the agendas that seek to destroy
humanity that was created to be in the image of Elohim. These agendas, driven by those in power who
have been overtaken by darkness, stand in opposition to our Creator God and are antichrist. These
(sub)human powers of darkness have taken a stand in the temple of God.
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As dark as this might appear, let’s not forget the good news. Ultimately, this darkness will not prevail—it
is defeated.
Let’s proclaim the power of our King that conquers all darkness.
King Jesus is coming, and He is the Victor!
Footnote:
1. Some might be wondering who the person was that one of the figures in the dream looked like.
Unless a point cannot be made without identifying the person, as a general rule, I do not reveal
their identity, especially with dreams where there could be a matter of mistaken identity. We don’t
know the heart condition of people, even ones who appear outwardly dark. God does, so we need
to leave it to His judgment. Besides, I believe the face I observed was representative of a class of
people. If I told you the name, you would immediately know what class it is. As I see it, even
knowing the class might misdirect us to focus on this class alone. We must not box in the spirit of
the Lord, if we desire to have discernment in this day. Stated another way: there are many classes
of people out there and each one has some good people in it. As the saying goes: We don’t want
to throw the baby out with the bath water.
2. The idea of a human falling into a subhuman state is new to me. Can a subhuman (if there is such
a thing), as depicted in this dream, ever be restored, or are they beyond redemption? I have no
answer. But, if not, does this challenge the salvation of all? Perhaps God’s all in all only applies to
those who remain human. There are many theories and doctrines along this line that delve into
the devil, heavenly (spiritual) forces of darkness, watchers, and demonology (possession), to name
a few. Some argue that Jesus’ victory, through the cross and His resurrection, along with the end
of the era of Moses in 70 AD, dealt with most of these, meaning they are no longer in play.
However, there is another camp that sees all of these in force today to the point of obsession—
lifting every rock to find a devil under it (as the expression goes) and attributing every abhorrent
behavior on the devil. Yet, others make the point, and rightfully so, that the human heart doesn’t
need any external help to be a purveyor of evil or darkness. The heart is deceitful above all things,
and desperately sick; who can understand it? (Jeremiah 17:9).
3. Finally, if you haven’t noticed, I often raise questions without locking down an ironclad answer
that becomes dogma set in concrete. Sometimes I say that I won’t get caught in the weeds of
certain topics, knowing there are many schools of thought attempting to explain them. I enjoy
searching out what others see, even if some of it is on the fringes. The more I study scripture, along
with other sources, the more I realize there are still many mysteries hidden in the council of God.
Let’s face it: scripture can be quite enigmatic on many points. In God’s wisdom, He left many
mysteries on the table, so to speak. I’m not sure, but Paul might have had some of this in mind
when he said we need to hold to the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace until we all attain to
the unity of the faith and the full, mature, experiential knowledge of the Son of God. Besides, on
some level, every mystery will eventually point to the one thing uppermost on the heart of God—
His Son, our Lord Jesus. Let us not become stagnant, static, or dogmatic in our walk with the Lord.
Rather, let us keep searching the mysteries of God with a heart for God’s truth, which, of course,
leads to the one who is the Truth—Jesus!
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